Approved Ethics & Society Certificate Electives
Spring 2020

NOTE: This list supersedes previous approval lists. If you would like to make your case for a Special Topics or Study Abroad course, email the Director, Geoffrey Harpham, with a syllabus and your defense for why said course should fulfill an Ethics & Society Certificate requirement. Courses from Duke University must carry an EI in order to be eligible for approval.

Philosophical Ethics

ETHICS 315S
Ethics and Philosophy of Sport

GLHLTH 345S/ETHICS 344S
Organized Compassion: Global Health as Moral Enterprise

LIT 285/PHIL 285
Existentialism

LIT 450
Foucault in Slow Motion

NAVALSCI 423S
Leadership and Ethics

PHIL163D
Ethics for Robertson Scholars

PHIL 217
Introduction to Ethical Theory

PHIL 218
Medical Ethics

PHIL 263
Chinese Philosophy

PHIL 345/ECON 319
The Philosophy and Methodology of Economics

PHIL 510S/POLSCI 585S/ETHICS 510S
Adversarial Ethics

POLSCI 174
Introduction to Political Philosophy

POLSCI 331/ECON 261/PHIL 246/RIGHTS 331
Prisoner’s Dilemma and Distributive Justice

POLSCI 575S/CLST 571S/PHIL 571S
Ancient Political Philosophy

POLSCI 681S
Law and Philosophy

PSY 335S
Moral Development

PUBPOL 283
Ethics in an Unjust World

PUBPOL 302D
Policy Choice as Value Conflict

RELIGION 101
Introduction to Religious Studies

RELIGION 120/AMES 114
Buddhism

RELIGION 150
Christianity

RELIGION 176
Japanese Religions: Buddhas, Kami, and other Deities

RELIGION 327S/AMES 386S
Tibetan Buddhism: Culture, Ethics, Philosophy, and Practice

Cross-Cultural Ethical Traditions

ARTHIST 336/RELIGION 260/ VMS 336
Pilgrimage and Tourism

AMES 309/AMI 268/RIGHT 309
Chinese Im/migration: Chinese Migrant Labor and Immigration to the US

CULANTH 104D/PUBPOL 162D/ICS 113D/RIGHTS 104D
Introduction to Human Rights
CULANTH 240/ICS 250/SOCIOL 240/ETHICS 240
Love & Loneliness: What’s Happening to Relationships in the 21st Century?

DOCST 246S
Feeding Diaspora: Global Food Stories and Audio Journalism

ETHICS/PUBPOL 209S
Human Rights and Legal Redress: Seeking Justice through Human Rights

GSF 366S
Nature, Culture, and Gender

HISTORY 122/LATAMER 122/GSF 122/ICS 122
History of Latinxs in the United States

HUMANDEV 224/SOCIOL 224
Human Development

HUMANDEV 260/PSY 236/SOCIOL 260
Psychosocial Aspects of Human Development

ICS 283S/CULANTH 285S/AAAS 283S/LATAMER 283S/RIGHTS 283S
Death, Burial, and Justice in the Americas

LIT 380/CULANTH 203/EDUC 239/SOCIOL 339/POLSCI 371
Marxism and Society

PSY 435S/AAAS 420S
The Role of Race and Culture of Development

PUBPOL 263
Border Crossing: Leadership, Value Conflicts, and Public Life

PUBPOL 330/GLHLTH 210/ICS 397/RIGHTS 330
Global Health Ethics: Policy Choice as Value Conflict

RELIGION 361
The End of the World: Apocalyptic Arguments from Antiquity to the Present Day
Ethics in Historical Perspective

AMES 317
Martin Luther King and the Prophetic Tradition

ECON 345
Urban Economics

ECON 554
Urban Economics

ENVIRON 212
United State Environmental Policy

HISTORY 106/SCISOC 118/ICS 118
Science and the Modern World: Introduction to the History of Science

HISTORY 112/SXL 116
Sexual Pleasure in the Modern World

HISTORY 157S/ICS 157S
Gateway Seminar: Empires in Historical Perspective

HISTORY 183S
Gateway Seminar: Civil Rights and Asian Americans

HISTORY 202/GSF 216/ICS 216
Gender and Socialism

HISTORY 272/PUBPOL 345/RIGHTS 272
Genocide and Human Rights

HISTORY 344/PUBPOL 344/RIGHTS 344
History of U.S. Social Movements

HISTORY 345/PUBPOL 278/ICS 340
North American Environmental History

HISTORY 365D/PUBPOL 219D/ENVIRON 365D/POLSCI 340D
The Modern Regulatory State

HISTORY 514S/AMES 531S
Culture and Environment in Modern Chinese History

RELIGION 145/JEWISHST 145
The Old Testament/Hebrew Bible

SPANISH 412S/CULANTH 367S/ICS 460S/LSGS 412S
Mayas, Aztecs, and Incas: The World According to the Indigenous People of Latin America

HISTORY 264/AAAS 264/ICS 232/ POLSCI 257
Latin American Wars of Independence

Ethics in Literature and Arts

ARTHIST 232
Japanese Art, 1600 to the Present

ARTHIST 381D/GSF 277D/ICS 219D
Global Art Since 1945

AMES 143/AMI 257/LIT 217/JEWISHST 241/GSF 214
Contemporary Israeli Cinema

AMES 221/ETHICS 221
Arab Society in Culture and Film

ENGLISH 235/MEDREN 330/THEATRST 222
Shakespeare

LIT 382S/AAAS 228S/ENGLISH 379S
Fictions that Mark the Moment

RELIGION 261/MEDREN 354/ENGLISH 254
Medieval Christianity in Film and Fiction

RELIGION 268/DOCST 268/AMI 273
Religion and Film

ITALIAN 481/MEDREN 450/RELIGION 262/LIT 245/HISTORY 253
Dante’s Divine Comedy/ Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise

SPANISH 373S/HISTORY 273S/RIGHTS 373S
The Spanish Civil War in History and Literature
RUSSIAN 321
The new Russia: Reflections of Post-Soviet Reality in Literature and Film

Ethics of Contemporary Issues

BIOETHIC 603S
Clinical Bioethics and Health Policy

CESC 201S/EDUC 201S/PUBPOL 206S/POLSCI 213S/RIGHTS 201S
Introduction to Engage Citizenship and Social Change

COMPSCI 342S
Technical and Social Analysis of Information and the Internet

ECON 337S
Inequalities of Low-Wage Work

EDUC 240S/PSY 240S
Educational Psychology

EVANTH 359S
Primate Conservation

EVANTH 580S
Ethics in Evolutionary Anthropology

GSF 367S/ETHICS 204S
Feminist Reproductive Ethics

GSF 376S
Black Feminist Theory

HUMANDEV 450S
Capstone Seminar in Human Development

MILITSCI 402S
Organizational Command and Control

PJMS 371/PUBPOL 371/ETHICS 259/DOCST 371/RIGHTS 371
News as a Moral Battleground

POLSCI 265S
Introduction to American Political Thought

PSY 425
The Psychology of Consumers

PUBPOL 265S
Enterprising Leadership

PUBPOL 298
Authentic Leadership in Private, Public, and Not-for-Profit Organizations

RELIGION 286S
Religion in Cyberspace

ROMST 362D/HISTORY 266D/ICS 204D
Soccer Politics

FRENCH 335/PJMS 335/RIGHTS 335
Free Speech: France-USA

SOCIOL 110D
Sociological Inquiry

SOCIOL 257
From Madness to Mental Disorders

STA 470S
Introduction to Statistical Consulting

WRITING 205S/ETHICS 205S
Composing Oneself: Stress, Identity, and Wellness